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First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the most widely
read, highly recommended investment book ever. Generations of readers have
found that it has more to teach them about markets and people than years of
experience. Among the most compelling and enduring pieces ever written on
trading, the new Illustrated Edition brings this story to life like never before.
"Although Reminiscences...was first published some seventy years ago, its take
on crowd psychology and market timing is as timely as last summer's frenzy on
the foreign exchange markets."?Worth magazine "The most entertaining book
written on investing is Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, by Edwin Lefèvre, first
published in 1923."?The Seattle Times "After twenty years and many re-reads,
Reminiscences is still one of my all-time favourites."?Kenneth L. Fisher, Forbes
"A must-read classic for all investors, whether brand-new or
experienced."?William O'Neil, founder and Chairman, Investor's Business Daily
"Whilst stock market tomes have come and gone, this remains popular and in
print eighty years on."?GQ magazine
Already a classic of war reporting and now reissued as a Grove Press
paperback, Black Hawk Down is Mark Bowden’s brilliant account of the longest
sustained firefight involving American troops since the Vietnam War. On October
3, 1993, about a hundred elite U.S. soldiers were dropped by helicopter into the
teeming market in the heart of Mogadishu, Somalia. Their mission was to abduct
two top lieutenants of a Somali warlord and return to base. It was supposed to
take an hour. Instead, they found themselves pinned down through a long and
terrible night fighting against thousands of heavily armed Somalis. The following
morning, eighteen Americans were dead and more than seventy had been badly
wounded. Drawing on interviews from both sides, army records, audiotapes, and
videos (some of the material is still classified), Bowden’s minute-by-minute
narrative is one of the most exciting accounts of modern combat ever written—a
riveting story that captures the heroism, courage, and brutality of battle.
One of the most highly regarded Tier One Delta Force operators in American
military history shares his war stories and personal battle with PTSD. As a senior
non-commissioned officer of Delta Force, the most elite and secretive special
operations unit in the U.S. military, Command Sergeant Major Tom Satterly
fought some of this country's most fearsome enemies. Over the course of twenty
years and thousands of missions, he's fought desperately for his life, rescued
hostages, killed and captured terrorist leaders, and seen his friends maimed and
killed around him. All Secure is in part Tom's journey into a world so dark and
dangerous that most Americans can't contemplate its existence. It recounts what
it is like to be on the front lines with one of America's most highly trained warriors.
As action-packed as any fiction thriller, All Secure is an insider's view of "The
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Unit." Tom is a legend even among other Tier One special operators. Yet the
enemy that cost him three marriages, and ruined his health physically and
psychologically, existed in his brain. It nearly led him to kill himself in 2014; but
for the lifeline thrown to him by an extraordinary woman it might have ended
there. Instead, they took on Satterly's most important mission-saving the lives of
his brothers and sisters in arms who are killing themselves at a rate of more than
twenty a day. Told through Satterly's firsthand experiences, it also weaves in the
reasons-the bloodshed, the deaths, the intense moments of sheer terror, the
survivor's guilt, depression, and substance abuse-for his career-long battle
against the most insidious enemy of all: Post Traumatic Stress. With the help of
his wife, he learned that by admitting his weaknesses and faults he sets an
example for other combat veterans struggling to come home.
Livermore started trading in securities when he was fourteen years old. He made
his first thousand when a mere boy. He has practiced every device known to the
active speculator, studied every speculative theory, and dealt in about every
active security listed on the New York Stock Exchange. He has piled up gigantic
fortunes from his commitments, lost them, digested, started all over again—and
piled up new fortunes. He has changed his market position in the twinkling of an
eye—sold out thousands of shares of long stock, and gone short of thousands of
shares more on a decision which required reading only the one word, “but,” in a
lengthy ticker statement. If his later experiences were not enough to catch the
public fancy, Livermore would have won it by his greatest feat of all: beating the
bucket shops. Beating the cheaters, in fact, was Livermore’s pet plan after things
had gone against him and he was forced to start anew on a small-lot basis.
An explosive, high-stakes thriller of espionage and counterterrorism by the Wall
Street Journal bestselling authors of Tier One. A shocking attack in Ankara
leaves the US Ambassador to Turkey dead and his chief of staff, Amanda Allen,
in the hands of brutal terrorists. But Allen is no ordinary diplomat. She's
undercover CIA. The DNI and the President turn to Ember, America's premier
black-ops task force, and its deadliest weapon, former Tier One Navy SEAL John
Dempsey, for help. To find Allen, Ember gets embedded in the most dangerous
battlefield on Earth: Syria. But when all communications are disabled by an
attack in Turkey, Dempsey finds himself with no backup--a lone shadow warrior
racing against time to rescue Allen from her captors before she reaches her
breaking point. What Dempsey doesn't realize is that Allen is just a pawn in a
much larger game. A new player has already been unleashed: a legendary
mercenary who matches the American Operator in skill, tactical prowess, and a
killer instinct for survival. Now there is far more at stake than a kidnapped CIA
agent. Dempsey and his team better get this one right, because the balance of
power for the entire Middle East hangs in the balance. And the new threat is far
more dangerous than any Dempsey has encountered in his decades waging war
against terrorism. Game on.
This instant New York Times bestseller—“a jaw-dropping, fast-paced account”
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(New York Post) recounts SEAL Team Operator Robert O’Neill’s incredible fourhundred-mission career, including the attempts to rescue “Lone Survivor”
Marcus Luttrell and abducted-by-Somali-pirates Captain Richard Phillips, and
which culminated in the death of the world’s most wanted terrorist—Osama bin
Laden. In The Operator, Robert O’Neill describes his idyllic childhood in Butte,
Montana; his impulsive decision to join the SEALs; the arduous evaluation and
training process; and the even tougher gauntlet he had to run to join the SEALs’
most elite unit. After officially becoming a SEAL, O’Neill would spend more than
a decade in the most intense counterterror effort in US history. For extended
periods, not a night passed without him and his small team recording multiple
enemy kills—and though he was lucky enough to survive, several of the SEALs
he’d trained with and fought beside never made it home. “Impossible to put
down…The Operator is unique, surprising, a kind of counternarrative, and
certainly the other half of the story of one of the world’s most famous military
operations…In the larger sense, this book is about…how to be human while in the
very same moment dealing with death, destruction, combat” (Doug Stanton, New
York Times bestselling author). O’Neill describes the nonstop action of his
deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan, evokes the black humor of years-long
combat, brings to vivid life the lethal efficiency of the military’s most selective
units, and reveals details of the most celebrated terrorist takedown in history.
This is “a riveting, unvarnished, and wholly unforgettable portrait of America’s
most storied commandos at war” (Joby Warrick).
1883. Thaniel Steepleton returns home to his tiny London apartment to find a gold pocket
watch on his pillow. Six months later, the mysterious timepiece saves his life, drawing him
away from a blast that destroys Scotland Yard. At last, he goes in search of its maker, Keita
Mori, a kind, lonely immigrant from Japan. Although Mori seems harmless, a chain of
unexplainable events soon suggests he must be hiding something. When Grace Carrow, an
Oxford physicist, unwittingly interferes, Thaniel is torn between opposing loyalties. The
Watchmaker of Filigree Street is a sweeping, atmospheric narrative that takes the reader on an
unexpected journey through Victorian London, Japan as its civil war crumbles long-standing
traditions, and beyond. Blending historical events with dazzling flights of fancy, it opens doors
to a strange and magical past.
Argues that post-crisis Wall Street continues to be controlled by large banks and explains how
a small, diverse group of Wall Street men have banded together to reform the financial
markets.
"Reminiscences of a Stock Operator" is the most widely read, highly recommended investment
book ever. Generations of readers have found that it has more to teach them about markets
and people than years of experience. This is a timeless tale that will enrich your life - and your
portfolio.
The history of the grid, the world's largest interconnected power machine that is North
America's electricity infrastructure. The North American power grid has been called the world's
largest machine. The grid connects nearly every living soul on the continent; Americans rely
utterly on the miracle of electrification. In this book, Julie Cohn tells the history of the grid, from
early linkages in the 1890s through the grid's maturity as a networked infrastructure in the
1980s. She focuses on the strategies and technologies used to control power on the grid—in
fact made up of four major networks of interconnected power systems—paying particular
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attention to the work of engineers and system operators who handled the everyday operations.
To do so, she consulted sources that range from the pages of historical trade journals to
corporate archives to the papers of her father, Nathan Cohn, who worked in the industry from
1927 to 1989—roughly the period of key power control innovations across North America. Cohn
investigates major challenges and major breakthroughs but also the hidden aspects of our
electricity infrastructure, both technical and human. She describes the origins of the grid and
the growth of interconnection; emerging control issues, including difficulties in matching
generation and demand on linked systems; collaboration and competition against the backdrop
of economic depression and government infrastructure investment; the effects of World War II
on electrification; postwar plans for a coast-to-coast grid; the northeast blackout of 1965 and
the East-West closure of 1967; and renewed efforts at achieving stability and reliability after
those two events.
“A crazy American epic” –Newsweek Complex, contentious, and blessed with the perfect-pitch
ability to find the next big talent, David Geffen has shaped American popular culture and
transformed the way Hollywood does business. His dazzling career has included the roles of
power agent, record-industry mogul, Broadway producer, and billionaire Hollywood studio
founder–but from the beginning his accomplishments have been shadowed by the
ruthlessness with which he has pursued fame, money, and power. With The Operator, Tom
King–who interviewed Geffen for the book and had unimpeded access to his circle of
intimates–presents a mesmerizing chronicle of Geffen’s meteoric rise from the mailroom at
William Morris, as well as a captivating tour of thirty sizzling years of Hollywood history.
Drawing on the recollections of celebrities such as Tom Cruise, Yoko Ono, Warren Beatty,
Courtney Love, Paul Simon, and even Cher (whom Geffen nearly married), The Operator
transports readers to a world that is as ruthless as it is dazzling, revealing a great American
story about success and the bargains made for it. “A detailed portrait of Hollywood’s premier
manipulator...The Operator is as much a composite portrait of the ‘New Hollywood’ as it is of
the fifty-seven-year-old partner in DreamWorks SKG.” –San Francisco Chronicle
“Illuminating...[The Operator] shows how raging ambition and chutzpah are as much valued as
talent–or more so–in determining success.” –Philadelphia Inquirer
Chronicles the life of Navy SEAL Team Six operator Adam Brown, a man whose heroism and
devotion still stand as a beacon to his friends and family, even after his death in the Afghan
Hindu Kush mountains in 2010.

The OperatorsOn The Street with Britain's Most Secret ServicePen and Sword
Few outside the security services have heard of 14 Company. As deadly as the
SAS yet more secret, the Operators of 14 Company are Britains most effective
weapon against international terrorism. For every bomb that goes off 14
Company prevent twelve. The selection process is the most physically,
intellectually and emotionally demanding anywhere in the world. Trained to
operate under cover, Operators have at their disposal an arsenal of techniques
and weapons unmatched by any other UK government or military agency. This is
the true story of one Operator and of some of the most hair-raising military
operations ever conducted on the streets of Britain.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Stone Barrington series
comes the first novel in an extraordinary series starring an old fan favorite: Teddy
Fay. When President Kate Lee calls Stone Barrington to Washington on an
urgent matter, it’s soon clear that a potentially disastrous situation requires the
kind of help more delicate than even he can provide...and he knows just the right
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man for the job. Teddy Fay: ex-CIA, master of disguise, and a gentleman not
known for abiding by legal niceties in the pursuit of his own brand of justice.
Through the story of a group of souls from another world preparing to enter
physical existence on Planet Earth, a business consultant and popular speaker
presents nine meditations designed to bring success, strength, and spirituality.
"Although Reminiscences...was first published some seventy years ago, its take
on crowd psychology and market timing is a s timely as last summer's frenzy on
the foreign exchange markets." —Worth magazine "The most entertaining book
written on investing is Reminiscences of a Stock Operator, by Edwin Lefèvre, first
published in 1923." —The Seattle Times "After twenty years and many re-reads,
Reminiscences is still one of my all-time favorites." —Kenneth L. Fisher, Forbes "A
must-read classic for all investors, whether brand-new or experienced." —William
O'Neil, founder and Chairman, Investor's Business Daily "Whilst stock market
tomes have come and gone, this remains popular and in print eighty years on."
—GQ magazine First published in 1923, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator is the
most widely read, highly recommended investment book ever. Generations of
readers have found that it has more to teach them about markets and people
than years of experience. This is a timeless tale that will enrich your life—and your
portfolio.
The real-life adventures of a United States Secret Service undercover agent. In
Street Guy, a retired special agent in charge details his experiences working
undercover against some of New York's most notorious members of the Mafia
and traveling overseas on undercover assignments against transnational criminal
groups. Street Guy details his experiences investigating crimes, including
armored car robbery, the counterfeiting of US currency, financial fraud, and the
murder of a government witness. This book shows the reader the gritty side of
what it takes to be a Secret Service criminal investigator, a side not often seen by
the public. Street Guy gives the reader the excitement, unpredictability, and
danger of working undercover. It puts the reader right in the room with members
of the Mafia where one mistake could mean death for the undercover agent.
Street Guy details the very diverse responsibilities of the Service and opens up a
new and exciting look at one of the premier law enforcement agencies in the
world.
Based on a true story, a gripping historical novel about a German immigrant who becomes
embroiled in a Nazi spy ring operating in New York City in the early days of World War II. At
the end of the 1930s, Europe is engulfed in war. Though America is far from the fighting, the
streets of New York have become a battlefield. Anti-Semitic and racist groups spread hate,
while German nationalists celebrate Hitler’s strength and power. Josef Klein, a German
immigrant, remains immune to the troubles roiling his adopted city. The multicultural
neighborhood of Harlem is his world, a lively place full of sidewalk tables where families enjoy
their dinner and friends indulge in games of chess. Josef’s great passion is the radio. His skill
and technical abilities attract the attention of influential men who offer him a job as a shortwave
operator. But when Josef begins to understand what they’re doing, it’s too late; he’s already
a little cog in the big wheel—part of a Nazi espionage network working in Manhattan.
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Discovered by American authorities, Josef is detained at Ellis Island, and eventually deported
to Germany. Back in his homeland, fate leads him to his brother Carl's family, soap merchants
in Neuss—where he witnesses the seductive power of the Nazis and the war’s terrible
consequences—and finally to South America, where Josef hopes to start over again as José.
Eventually, Josef realizes that no matter how far he runs or how hard he tries, there is one
indelible truth he cannot escape: How long can you hide from your own past, before it catches
up with you? Copyright 2020 by Klett-Cotta-J.G. Cotta'sche Buchhandlung Nachfolger GmbH
Stuttgart, Germany; Translated by Marshall Yarbrough
"Peri Reed's job eats away at her personal life, but for a special task agent in hiding, forgetting
the past can be a blessing. Betrayed by the man she thought she loved and the agency that
turned her into the very thing she fought against, Peri abandoned the wealth and privilege of
Opti for an anonymous life riddled with memory gaps and self-doubt. But when a highly
addictive drug promises to end her dependency on those who'd use her as a tool for their own
success, she must choose to either remain broken and vulnerable or return to the above-thelaw power and prestige she once left"--Amazon.com.
A first-hand chronicle of the October 1993 battle fought by U.S. Army Rangers and the Delta
Force in Mogadishu recounts how the planned ninety-minute mission to capture a Somali
warlord escalated into a deadly firefight that left countless people dead or injured. Reprint.
25,000 first printing.
The inspiration for the Netflix original movie War Machine, starring Brad Pitt, Tilda Swinton,
and Ben Kingsley From the author of The Last Magazine, a shocking behind-the-scenes
portrait of our military commanders, their high-stake maneuvers, and the politcal firestorm that
shook the United States. In the shadow of the hunt for Bin Laden and the United States’
involvement in the Middle East, General Stanley McChrystal, the commanding general of
international and U.S. forces in Afghanistan, was living large. His loyal staff liked to call him a
“rock star.” During a spring 2010 trip, journalist Michael Hastings looked on as McChrystal and
his staff let off steam, partying and openly bashing the Obama administration. When
Hastings’s article appeared in Rolling Stone, it set off a political firestorm: McChrystal was
unceremoniously fired. In The Operators, Hastings picks up where his Rolling Stone coup
ended. From patrol missions in the Afghan hinterlands to senior military advisors’ late-night
bull sessions to hotel bars where spies and expensive hookers participate in nation-building,
Hastings presents a shocking behind-the-scenes portrait of what he fears is an unwinnable
war. Written in prose that is at once eye-opening and other times uncannily conversational,
readers of No Easy Day will take to Hastings’ unyielding first-hand account of the Afghan War
and its cast of players.
Ulam Stability of Operators presents a modern, unified, and systematic approach to the field.
Focusing on the stability of functional equations across single variable, difference equations,
differential equations, and integral equations, the book collects, compares, unifies,
complements, generalizes, and updates key results. Whenever suitable, open problems are
stated in corresponding areas. The book is of interest to researchers in operator theory,
difference and functional equations and inequalities, differential and integral equations. Allows
readers to establish expert knowledge without extensive study of other books Presents
complex math in simple and clear language Compares, generalizes and complements key
findings Provides numerous open problems
Just like Scheherazade, undercover agents talk to save their lives. If they put in a poor
performance, they don't see the curtain rise again. ART OF DARKNESS pries open the
virtuoso identity techniques practiced by undercover operatives, fugitives, disguise artists,
pranksters, con artists, and federally protected witnesses. It draws on original interviews with
undercover operators in order to show how identity artists on both sides of the law obtain fake
ID, develop a disguise, build a cover story, maintain believability in street performances, and
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deal with threats to their identities-all without formal acting training. ART OF DARKNESS
inhabits the grey areas of morality as it exposes identity roleplays at the borders of lawfulness.
In it you'll find stories of: law-enforcement workers who adopt the techniques of criminals in
order to catch them but somehow get caught up in their own trick identities; self-defined artists
whose work also has a criminal dimension; criminal informants who masterfully play sides and
roles against each other; and hoaxsters and impersonators who may perform trick identities
primarily for gain but do so with tremendous inventiveness and a directorial consciousness.
This book may explode any remaining notion you harbor that you are not at some level a
member of the intelligence community, discerning who is "for real" and who is presenting a self
for personal gain.

This is the inside story of 14 Company, an elite corps of men and women as
highly trained in combat as the SAS and as highly trained as MI5 and MI6 in
intelligence techniques, seen through the eyes of an ex-Operations Officer,
James Rennie. It is a company whose members are more comprehensively
trained and equipped than any other government agency to combat terrorism in a
democracy. The selection process is shockingly arduous, both physically and
intellectually. Members bear false names, no personal indentification and there
are no internal ranks. It has been a body of highly dedicated individuals and has
never been penetrated by the press.
For the first time, these two works attributed to the great Jesse Livermore are
presented together in one volume with a new foreword by Juliette Rogers. Both
contain interesting insights into Livermore's life and times as well as the reasons
for his success. They remain classics and must reads for every new aspirant in
the world of speculation. The two books in this volume were written in the early
1920s, when Livermore was already famous but still ascending to the peak of his
wealth. The nightmare of World War I was fading, and the United States had
successfully transitioned from a wartime economy into a peacetime powerhouse.
Americans became enamored of cars, telephones, radios, and movies. A
newfound fascination with celebrities extended beyond film stars and athletes to
the rich and powerful. People wanted to know how Wall Street wizards like Jesse
Livermore spun their magic. The first book, Reminiscences of a Stock Operator
by Edwin Lefèvre, offers keen insight while at the same time adding to the
Livermore enigma. Reminiscences is the first-person narrative of a fictional
speculator named Larry Livingston, whose life events happen to match precisely
those of Jesse Livermore. As a financial journalist, biographer, and novelist,
Edwin Lefèvre gave his readers their much-desired glimpse into the lofty world of
Wall Street elites. He wrote eight other books, but none matched the success of
Reminiscences, which has remained in print since 1923 and been translated into
numerous languages. Even the understated former Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan once called it "a font of investing wisdom." In true Livermore
fashion, the book itself remains something of a mystery. Specifically, over the
decades many readers have wondered if the book's author was not Lefèvre, but
none other than Jesse Livermore. The two men were long acquainted and may
have traded useful information over the years. A 1967 biography claims that
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Livermore, shortly before his death, acknowledged writing Reminiscences with
guidance from Lefèvre, who served as "editor and coach." This revelation came
to the biographer secondhand and without confirmation, so the mystery
continues. However, attentive readers may note the narrator's especially gleeful
tone whenever windfalls are made or old scores are settled, suggesting a
connection more personal than professional. In the years following these
publications, Livermore continued to burnish his legend. A 1924 run-up in wheat
prices squeezed him out of $3 million, but the following year he recovered his
losses and added tremendous profit when the wheat market collapsed. Of
course, in this era of modest regulation, markets were vulnerable to manipulation
and Livermore--by now nicknamed the "Great Bear of Wall Street"--did not
eschew such tactics.
In this first installment of ‘The Operator’ series, Fear No Evil takes the reader on
a head-shaking, thought-provoking, swearing-under-your-breath journey through
the ugly world of corrupt politics, racial hatred, and terrorism. ![if
!supportEmptyParas] ![endif] Fear No Evil presents a new type of AfricanAmerican hero, a tactical genius who is adept at operating anywhere in the world,
under the harshest of conditions. His mixed gender team of operatives, all from
elite police, government, and military units, are equal to any task put before them.
![if !supportEmptyParas] ![endif] When Harold Ashford, director of the secretive
Urban Justice Research Institute enlists prominent African Americans to combat
the opponents of Affirmative Action and other Civil Rights legislation, all hell
breaks loose. ![if !supportEmptyParas] ![endif] Dr. Jonathan Richard Burns,
leader of the ultra-violent white supremacy group, the New American Frontier,
strikes back by kidnapping a Civil Rights leader and murdering his police
bodyguards. ![if !supportEmptyParas] ![endif] Ashford quickly recruits ex-military
counter-terrorist specialist Dexter Diamond to lead the Institutes’ team of former
government and Special Forces operators on a hasty rescue mission. Ashford
then asks Dexter to lead the team as they attempt to protect Congresswoman
Sheila E. Winters from a similar fate as she begins her campaign against violent
domestic terrorist groups. ![if !supportEmptyParas] ![endif] Using advanced
technology, high-tech equipment, and a secret state-of-the-art operations center,
Dexter, the team, and Congresswoman Winters engage in a deadly battle against
the ruthless New American Frontier and its powerful political backers.
Street level discretion -- Three pathologies: the indifferent, the enforcer, and the
caregiver -- A gymnastics of the self: coping with the everyday pressures of streetlevel work -- When the rules run out: informal taxonomies and peer-level
accountability -- Impossible situations: on the breakdown of moral integrity at the
frontlines of public service
After becoming bored with creating illusions at children's birthday parties, Paul
Price witnessed a game of Three Card Monte on the wharves of San Francisco.
The following weekend, armed with his magician's knowledge of sleight of hand,
our author threw away his magician's cloak and went to work on the streets. His
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first day at his new profession netted him $200 in three hours. In The Real Work,
Paul Price shows you how to run various street scams, such as Three Card
Monte, the Three Shell game, and other rip-offs. He shows you how to do it, and
tells you how to get safely away with your ill-gotten gains. As the author reveals:
Sleight of hand is more than just hiding objects from plain view. It involves
concealing the truth and controlling perception. A good sleight-of-hand artist
manipulates the minds of his spectators as well as the physical objects that come
into contact with his hands. This book presents two ways of running cons: One,
play on the sucker's belief that he can get something for nothing, and two, use
the victim's emotions and perception against him -- tug on his heart strings,
exploit his conditioning. Remember that deep down, most people want to be
tricked. Show them a rainbow, and they'll look for the gold. Your manipulations
create rainbows, their ignorance does the rest. After reading The Real Work, you
will no longer be among the mindless mass of followers. You will have the power
to profit from the public's simple-mindedness. Use it wisely. Sold for informational
and entertainment purposes only.
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